




Welcome
 to your 

birth story



Capturing 
strength, 
courage,

 love



My name is Lindsey Poole and I am a maternity, birth, newborn and family photographic artist and storyteller.
 

I am a mama to 2 crazy boys. 
I am inspired by connections between families.  

I am obsessed with light.
 

I am thrilled that you are considering taking an adventure with me! 
 

Bringing a baby into the world is one of the most powerful life experiences possible. It’s unpredictable, emotional,       
wondrous. It can fundamentally change who you are as a human being. Given its importance, you will want to remember 

every moment.
 

I will capture your moments, your emotions, the first moment you and your baby lay eyes on each other.
 

I want to tell your family’s story. 
My approach to your session is unique to your family. I will listen to you, your interests, your thoughts, your feelings      

towards the world. Photoshoots are un-staged and natural. They are all you. 
You are the director. This is your story. 

 
 And you can live this story over and over again. With the people in the pictures, with new people you meet.

 
I will make you feel beautiful. Connected. Free.

 
Your session is about creating a thoughtful body of artwork to celebrate your beautiful family.

The glances, the subconscious touches, the moments you can’t see through your own eyes. 
I will show you them in the most precious way possible.

 





How does birth photography work?
Birth is beautiful. It’s utterly incredible and I’m passionate about capturing it. Birth photography to me is about 
anticipation, emotion, connection and a whole lot of “firsts”. First look, first breath, first cry, first cuddle, first 

feed, first sleep. 

I will be on call 24/7, from 2 weeks before your due date, up until 2 weeks after. If you give birth outside of 
this time period, it is highly unlikely I will not be able to get there. I am lucky enough to have a great support 

system for childcare!

If for some unlikely reason I do not get there in time (for example you have a very short birth!), or you have 
an emergency c-section which I am unable to attend, then your fee will transfer to a first moments shoot, and a 

newborn session, and the difference will be refunded.
 

My aim is to be as unobtrusive as possible, this is your moment, not mine. I use only natural light, There will 
be no flash. I will blend into the background as you perform your greatest of tasks. Bringing life into the world. 



When do I call? How long will you stay?
Depending on your distance from me, you will call when you are around 6 cm dilated. I will then stay until 1 hour after birth. 

When will I get my photos, and how many will there be?
2 weeks after your birth at the latest, and you will get as many photos as possible! The minimum will be around 100.  

I want to capture my baby’s first moments, but I am
 not sure about the actual birth

No problem! I offer first moments shoots, which can happen in the hospital, or at home, wherever you give birth. 
Call me as soon as you would like your photos taken and I will come up!





The importance of prints
Once your photos have been edited, we will 
arrange a private viewing. You will get your 

photos on a beautiful USB stick. Then, if you 
are like me, your photos will sit in a lovely  
cupboard until you ‘find time’ to print them. 
That is why I provide you with a print of 9 
photos to hang on your wall as soon as you 

get home. Your photos were made to be seen 
every day.  And so they shall be. 

 
Extra prints and products can be bought from 

me which will be of the highest quality, 
printed by printers only accessible to 

professional photographers.



Investment
You will have a free consultation before you decide whether birth 

photography is for you.
 

Complete birth package:
£1500. Maternity, birth and newborn session.

Birth:
£1000 

First moments:
£350 (as soon after birth as possible)

Payment plans available



Contact me anytime
If you have any questions, please call me or email me. No question is stupid!

T: 07766657582        E:lindseyjanephotography@outlook.com        W:www.lindseyjanephotography.co.uk


